Digital Innovation
Workshops
The Open Digital Innovation Lab is the place to bring your
digital health and care challenges.
Powered by the Open Digital Approach, we deliver
your vision with Open Source solutions built
on re-usable, proven technology that
reduces risk, costs and meets
evolving needs.

With over 20 years of experience in professional
software delivery, the Open Digital Innovation
Lab has delivered both clinical and non-clinical
innovation projects for NHS organisations:

We'll listen as we set out to understand your
goals, requirements, and challenges, then
provide our expert insight to discuss how we can
take your concept to reality.

▶

The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust

▶

South London and Mausdley NHS
Foundation Trust

▶

NHS Digital

After the workshop you'll reveive a written report
detailing our findings and recommendations,
together with a roadmap and action plan for
implementation.

Each project begins with an Innovation
Workshop - an in-depth, two-way conversation
between ourselves and your team.

hello@opusvl.com
01788 298 450
opusvl.com

Drury House
Drury Lane
Rugby CV21 3DE

The best time to start is now, so book your
workshop today - available direct from OpusVL
or through G-Cloud and other frameworks.

Open source business management software.
Customised to fit the way you work.

Innovation Workshops
Choose from three workshop packages, each optimised to get the results you need.

Digital Innovation Workshop

How it works

For organisations with a specific digital health and care
need for the Innovation Lab to bring to life

Start with a free discovery
call to discuss your idea

▶ Focused on a specific digital need
We will plan the workshop
activities to get the most
from the day

▶ Clinical or non-clinical domain
▶ Integration with the existing care environment and systems

£5,000 + VAT

Face to face workshop
with you and your
team
You'll receive a
written report
which we will
review with you

Finance Innovation Workshop
For organisations looking to automate financial processes
or integrate finance applications with external systems

We produce a
roadmap and
action plan to bring
your vision to life

▶ Focused on financial operations
▶ Integration with external systems or third-party organisations

£5,000 + VAT

“It was great working with
OpusVL. We had a hands-on
approach from all levels of the
business, from the developers
right through to the CEO. It was
a highly personal service, advice
was readily given, and our views
heard.”
Stephen Docherty, former Chief
Information Officer, South London
and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust

Digital Strategy Workshop
For organisations requiring creative, blue-sky thinking to
explore and evolve their overall digital strategy

▶ Cross-functional analysis team with a broad scope,
looking holistically at the wider digital vision for your
organisation, business unit, or process
▶ Any systems, processes, and integrations in scope

£12,000

Book your workshop today
Workshops are available direct
from OpusVL, or through
G-Cloud and other frameworks

+ VAT

Call us on 01788 298 450
or email hello@opusvl.com

opusvl.com/nhs
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